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Have you also taken a picture in the
heart on Ronneby town square?
What a heart-warming souvenir! The summer sun was beaming down and
we’d just finished a delicious lunch at one of the courtyard restaurants.

Our intention with this brochure is to inspire and motivate you to experience some of the great summer activities in the Municipality of Ronneby – but
you’ll need to visit our website to see the full list! The website also features
all the events that we can now ( finally!) organise again, and whose return
we’ve simply been longing for.
There’s crazy many things to see and do in our region, and everything is
within easy reach. Familiar favourites and undiscovered gems – it’s all there
for you! Pack a picnic and slip into your most comfortable shoes. You can
look forward to day after day of activities and fun. Days that you want
to go on and on, days that give you goose bumps, days to remember.
So head on out & enjoy! Have a great summer!

For a packed summer programme see
visitblekinge.se/ronneby
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Here you go! We’ve put together a selection of absolute “must see”s
to help you get to know the local area around Ronneby. Immerse yourself
in the small-town charm, an unbeatable archipelago and a unique array
of art. Add in a dash of exciting and fascinating history and you have
everything you need for a wonderful mix of “sweet and salty”.

A few “Must see”s ♥

This is only the tip of the iceberg...
♥

THE CHURCH OF THE HOLY CROSS stands
proudly and defiantly on the top of its hill. Welcome
inside! Few churches have as rich a history as this
thousand-year-old beauty that has been awarded
two stars in the Michelin Tourist Guide. Settle down
on a pew, raise your eyes to the vaulted ceiling and
lose yourself in the beauty of the sixteenth century
art. The history of the church tells of joy, sorrow,
blood, battles and death.
Switch on the guide app and hear the story of a
September day in 1564, when the river ran red with
blood ... Scan the QR code!

♥

BERGSLAGEN is the oldest part of the town, a
charming eighteenth-century district, right next to
the church. This is the original seat of Ronneby’s manufacturing industry. Take a stroll through the area.

♥

THE TOWN CENTRE OF RONNEBY – charming
and a little gaudy, with wooden houses in pastel
shades and a good helping of 1960s realism. Take an
ice-cream break on the town square. Hang out in

town. Enjoy a bite to eat. Go shopping. Stroll about.
Enjoy a lazy summer break – you deserve it!

♥ THE KONSTHALL CULTURE CENTRE and Kim

Demåne’s colourful and crazy mural on the walls of
the old Sugar Factory - come on in and enjoy! Berlin?
Nope, it’s cocky Ronneby sticking its chest out!
The Konsthallen centre presents truly world-class
art and design in one of the few art halls in Sweden
that is open all year round. The premises, which
once served as the warehouse and packing centre
for Kockums Emaljerverk (Enamel Works), are an experience in themselves, with their beautiful skylights
that let in oceans of daylight.
See the website for a list of the summer exhibitions.

Download the app
Ronneby Guided Tours
using the QR code.
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Among princesses
& she-devils
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♥

IN DEMÅNE’S WORLD among princesses and
she-devils, you can let your imagination follow its
wildest flights of fantasy. Experience it for yourself,
and you’ll see what we mean!
House, garden and sculptures, paintings, enamel and
ceramics interact to create a fascinating life-size diorama that’s like nothing you’ve seen before. And the
magnificent Friesian horses and colourful chickens
are without doubt a part of the concept.

♥ LOVELY JÄRNAVIK! Water burbling against the

jetty, rope-work and the scent of tar. A coastline of
rocks and deciduous woods. Briefly put, a summer
paradise all year round. Go cycling, hiking, paddling
and swimming – including swimming from a fully
accessible jetty – and play mini-golf.
Take the weight off your feet in a welcoming beer
garden and enjoy a tasty dinner. You can pitch your
tent at the campsite, park your RV or check in at the

hotel for a good night’s sleep. The days are long and
truly delightful. And the summer nights go on and on.

♥ SKÄRGÅRDSTRAFIKENS FERRY M/S ASTRID

carries you on a guided tour down the shady Ronneby river an all the way out into the Blekinge Archipelago – a sublime mix of islands and open bays.
You can begin your journey in the centre of Ronneby
or board the ferry at the marina in Ronneby harbour or by Brunnshotellet in Brunnsparken. The tour
lasts around two hours if you complete it without
stopping, but you can also take a break and give the
kids a chance to burn off some energy on the grassy
lawns of the park. Just make sure to check the timetable!
Load up for the trip with your sunglasses, a warm
jersey and a bottle or two of water – and climb
aboard. Anchors aweigh!
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Through the forest on the Vildmarksleden trail
It’s tough nowadays to experience authentic silence without some kind of disruptive noise
in the distance, but the Vildmarksleden trail along Bräkneån river valley presents tranquillity, magnificent countryside and the perfect conditions for a much-needed nature ramble.

It is no secret that some of the
best farm shops in the Blekinge
region are to be found in Ronneby. With all kinds of local food
producers within easy reach,
conditions are remarkably good
for encountering a rich and varied
assortment of foods, ideal for
packing your backpack before
setting off on a hike. Moreover,
it’s an absolute delight to “lay the
foundations” with a fine lunch at
Äggaboden and chat about origins
and growers with the knowledgeable farm hands.
8

This time, we’ve planned to walk
a stretch of the Vildmarksleden
trail, starting in Bräkne-Hoby and
spending two nights in shelters en
route. Rather than rely on classic
outdoor food – freeze-dried meals
or concentrated paste – we’ve
decided to carry fresh ingredients
with us, simply to add another
level to our enjoyment. A little
heavier, of course, but so much
tastier! We buy potatoes, vegetables and cheese from Framtida
Bruk (Farm) in Slänsmåla, smoked
venison and Äggaboden’s popular

visitblekinge.se/ronneby
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sour dough bread that is normally only served in the restaurant.
Strangely, it doesn’t feel anywhere
near as heavy as you’d think.
Breakfasts consist of oatmeal
porridge with dried fruit, while
lunches feature simple yet filling
sandwiches or wraps, and dinners
are cooked in pots over the camp
fire. Thanks to RonnebySlingorna
facilities along the Vildmarksleden
trail and the proximity of Bräkneån river, we’ve dispensed with
the heavy and space-consuming
tent, heavy water bottles and outdoor stove. Instead, we’ve decided
to sleep in shelters where we only
need a sleeping bag and sleeping
pad. In addition, I’ve brought a
hammock with me so that I can
sleep close to the water, suspended between two trees.
The Vildmarksleden trail starts in
Bräkne-Hoby runs north through
Belganet before turning east

towards Eringsboda. Eighty-five
kilometres of hiking trail packed
with natural delights, from Svenmanska park in Bräkne-Hoby to
Nordensköldsparken in Eringsboda. We park by the church and
head off north through the local
area towards Ekfors, midway
between Röafors and Hjälmsa. It’s
not particularly far, barely 3 km,
straight through classic agricultural fields. People with energetic
legs who love hiking long distances can make it through the entire
Vildsmarkleden trail in just four
days (20 km per day), but tempted by the food in our backpacks
and the sheer pleasantness of the
silence, we’ve decided to take our

time and enjoy where we are. So
we spend the first night at Ekfors
in a newly built shelter, just a
stone’s throw from the mirror-like
water of Bräkneån river.
Up until the 1960s, Bräkneån was
used to float timber from the deep
forests in north Blekinge to the
sea at Järnvik. When the flow was
at its highest in the 1820s, the
stretch of river between Bälganet
and the sea was so well cleared

The plan is to carry fresh ingredients with us so that we can
enjoy the hike a little more. Local foods are perfect for packing
into your backpack before heading off on a nature hike.
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85 km

VILDMARKSLEDEN trail, one of the trails
that makes up the Ronneby- Slingor
network, measures 85 km from end
to end. The trail follows the beautiful
Bräkneån river valley through unspoiled
countryside
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that it could handle 4–5 large
trunks across, and the repartitioning map from 1819 clearly shows
a number of loading points along
Bräkneån river. You can still see
traces of several mill sites today,
while in Ekfors there are the remains of the ball-bearing factory
that Henry and Anders Olsson
had built in 1899. The same site
saw the construction of the first
farmer-owned hydropower plant
in 1904. The dam you can see here
today dates back to 1921.

Trangia stove set, or you can hang
a camping pot with a handle over
the fire. The great advantage of
the RonnebySlingorna trails is that
most of the camp fire sites have
been equipped with a tripod – three poles that are angled together
so that they meet over the camp
fire spot and fitted with a chain
you can use to hang a pot on. This
makes it both safe and simple to
prepare your meal without the
risk of the pot tipping over and
spilling its contents everywhere.

Cooking food over an open fire
isn’t all that difficult, but you do
have to adjust the heat regularly.
Cut large logs into smaller pieces
to make it easier to raise and
lower the temperature. You can
certainly use classic pots from a

I sleep comfortably in my hammock between two large trees
and don’t wake up until around 8
o’clock. Having got a fire going,
we heat our porridge, drink coffee
and bake twistbread over the open
fire. We’ve only planned to hike a
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short distance today, which means
there’s plenty of time to enjoy the
tranquillity around the campsite.
With the exception of a visit from
an inquisitive deer, we’re all alone
in Ekfors.
Several hours later, after a quiet,
peaceful morning, we arrive
at Hjälmsfallen just in time for
afternoon coffee. The plan is to
go for the mandatory swim in the
shallow water, but the number of
rocks and stones on the riverbed
make it hard to find a suitable
place to bathe
Later in the evening, we tuck into
venison stew with root vegetables,
served with a tasty (PET) bottle of
red wine. Even though there is a
shelter a little way up the slope,

we choose to sleep in the open air
just a few metres from the water,
and we gaze up at the starry sky
above us. It’s easy to fall in love
with the days along the Bräkneån
river...
FACTS: The Vildmarksleden trail
runs from Bräkne-Hoby to Eringsboda, and is ideal both for hikers
and mountainbikers. There are
several shelters along the route,
where you can take a break, eat
a meal and spend the night. You
will find them at Ekfors/Dönhult,
Hjälmsafallen, Strångamåla bygdegård (farm), Hålabäckskvarn, Ebbamåla kvarn, Båtasjön, Tjurkhult,
Horkorneryd, Hjorthålan (campsite)
and Bredasjön (campsite).
Water: There are no drinking water
taps along the trail, but there is

The campsites along
the RonnebySlingor trails
usually have a large tripod
for preparing food.
plenty of lake- and river water that
you can drink if you boil it or run it
through a purification filter first.
Toilet guide: Lacking toilet facilities,
it can be a good idea to take a toilet spade with you. Dig a little hole
(ideally 15–20 cm deep) in a quiet
place a log way from the campsite,
and “take care of business” in the
hole. Place all the toilet paper you
use in the hole, too, and cover it
with soil. Never bury wet wipes, because these do not degrade. If you
use wet wipes, take them with you.
ronneby.se/ronnebyslingor
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The early summer rhododendrons take your breath away. Magnificent!
Enjoy the plants and gardens. Let the kids kick a ball around. Borrow stilts
from the Naturum centre. Lie back on the grass and think about life for
a while. Ronneby Brunnspark is a tonic for the soul. For everyone.

Brunnspark - a treat for all the family!
Picnic. Hi-jinks. A walk. We love it here!
RONNEBY BRUNNSPARK is our fantastic culture reserve and our award-winning park that many people
consider to be one of the finest in Sweden. And we
agree! We love to come here with a picnic basket.
Read a book. Spend time together. Let the children
run around on the large grassy lawns or challenge
the family to a round of mini-golf. If you leave the
drinks flask at home, it’s not far to the nearest
coffee bar – or to a restaurant when your tummy
starts to rumble.
The park covers 100 hectares and features 25 historical buildings from the “spa age”. There are also
a host of beautiful plants and gardens. Not forgetting
the Brunnskogen woods with their tracks and trails
that are perfect for a gentle walk or an energetic jog.
Follow them for more inspiration on Instagram!

THE EXHIBITION IN THE KALLVATTENKUREN
BUILDING Don’t miss it! The exhibition focuses on
the ship-of-the-line Gribshunden, which sank in 1495,
and on wafer-thin gold figurines from the Iron Age.
It can actually transform children into inquisitive
archaeologists for a while.

NATURUM is a great place to start if you want to take
a closer look at the natural delights of the park. The
centre features a number of exhibitions, a treasure
hunt and activities for all the family. On the 1.2 km
Squirrel Trail (Ekorrestigen), children can come along
with Kurrekot the Squirrel on a journey of discovery
among the plants and animals of the woods.
BRUNNSBADET is an outdoor water park that is open
during summer. Do you dare to try the 93-meter
Magic Hole water slide? Explore all areas of the water
park and enjoy the warm water (26°C) pools.
RONNEBY BRUNN HOTELL & SPA supplies the holiday luxury you deserve. Relax and unwind. Trolly the
mascot is a firm favourite, always getting up to hi-jinks
with the children.
Download the app
Ronneby Guided Tours
using the QR code.
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Leaping around like frolicking calves
or moose racing in the woods? Now,
time to eat! They’re just like us, quick
to gather around the “dinner table”.

Make your way to the woods and the
caves. Arrange to meet a wonderful
horse or a proud Swedish king.
ANGLESTUE GROTTOR (caves) are both beautiful
and fascinating. Here, giant stone blocks have formed caves measuring up to 12 x 8 metres. During the
Skåne War in the 1600s, they served as a refuge for
the Danish irregulars.
It’s easy for your imagination to take flight in the
woods ... Is this where the Rumpnisse pixies live?
What was that I just heard? “Why, why, why do you
doooo it like that?” Hey! Is that a little elf over there
in the patch of sunlight ... with flowing hair down to
her ankles...
The woods are beautiful, relaxing and playful all at
once. Anglestue Cave is a part of the RonnebySlingor
trails and is a delight for inquisitive children. Welcome
to the kingdom of branches and moss.
PONNYBUS (Pony Fun) Hooray for Shetland ponies!
Could they be any cuter, with their long manes and
their tousled fringes? These sweet and calm little
ponies who can easily become your best friend ...
At Eringsboda, you can go riding in the woods, take
lessons, ride in a horse and carriage or spend time
at the camp. All by prior arrangement with the riding
school, of course.

RÄNTEMÅLA ÄLGPARK Way out in the wild! Dark
woods and sparkling lakes. The journey to the moose
park is a part of the experience. Be ready when
you get close. Look around you ... Where’s the king
of the woods? Every day at 17:00 there’s a guided
tour, including feeding the moose in the enclosure.
Sometimes only one will come, but sometimes there
are many. They are calm and placid and often come
really close – especially the old bull Eli. He loves to
have a carrot or two – maybe you can feed him one?
Please book guided tours in advance.
14
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Mystique, diversity and a tingling
curiosity – right nearby
Runamo
meet Micke Gunnarsson,
influencer/speaker/author
– One great place to visit is Runamo,
which is close to Mörtjuk, around
4 km east of Bräkne-Hoby. Runamo has
raised many questions over the years,
and has long been considered a mystical
place. More than a few researchers
and expeditions have made their way
here to examine the mysterious signs
in the fields, and for many years it
was believed that they were runes and
inscriptions.

”

A place for tranquillity and
inquisitive investigation.
I don’t want to reveal too much, but it
was eventually agreed that this wasn’t
a collection of mystical signs, but rather
Mother Nature herself who, around 900
million years ago, created these strange
patterns and imbued the entire area
with a sense of mystique.
For me this site and the whole area
around it have helped me “come home”
and find myself. With all the external
noise and static, it’s important for me to
find places inside myself and in nature
that help me to restore balance.
Everyone who comes here can be sure
of finding peace and quiet, but may also
uncover a desire to explore the history
of Runamo. There are information
boards in the area that provide more
details. If you do come here, I recommend that you bring of flask of coffee
or a packed lunch with you and take
time to enjoy the surroundings. I know
that people who enjoy playing games in
mobile phone apps to discover exciting
places can find Runamo via certain
games. Runamo is magical.
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Discover more. Find little gems you perhaps didn’t know existed.
Micke, Anna and Mouayad, three of our Ronneby ambassadors,
share their tips for sights, attractions and activities. Be inspired!
Karön
meet Anna Ekberg,
café owner
– You simply have to visit Karön! The Blekinge Archipelago is
sprinkled with little gems, but the one that holds a special
place in my heart is Karön.
You can see the little island from the mainland at Ekenäs,
just outside Ronneby. You can walk around the island in
about an hour. The experience starts on your trip out
there. To get there, you need to take the Kalle ferry.
The trip doesn’t take long, and when you tie up at the
jetty on Karön, the first thing you see is the magnificent Schweizeriet, the restaurant building right
in front of you. It dates back to the turn of the last
century and is built in the Swiss style that was so
popular at the time. It is an incredibly beautiful
building with a fascinating history.
In ages past, the guests at Ronneby Brunn (spa) were
instructed by their doctors to visit Karön to take cold
bath treatments, enjoy fine food and drink punch on the
veranda. It was a leading spa and health retreat back then.
In the period up to 1885, sixteen exquisitely designed villas
were built on Karön, all in Swiss style with verandas and intricate
joinery. The villas, which have been preserved to this day, were
built by wholesalers and other prominent figures who used them
as holiday houses.

”

You feel a tingling curiosity.
When I was a kid, I loved walking around and gazing at all the wonderful villas hiding away
in the greenery. I can still feel a kind of tingling curiosity when I visit Karön; who lived in these
magnificent villas, and what were their lives like? There is an information board out on Karön,
where you can read about the island and the buildings. A day out you’re sure to enjoy!
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Ronneby Brunnspark
Meet Mouayad Martini,
municipal guide

– For me, Ronneby Brunnspark is
the best place of all. Pretty much
everyone who lives in Ronneby
knows the park, but not everyone
has taken the time to explore all
its nooks and crannies to find out
what it really has to offer. The park
is more than “just” an accessible
leisure area, it is also an absolute
gem from the perspectives of culture
and history.

”

Brunnsparken is the
best place for diversity.
The park is simply made for encounters, building bridges between
generations and different nationalities. It is the setting for a host
of activities and events, including
cultural activities.
The Naturum centre presents
information about the fantastic
buildings you can see in the park.
Why not organise a quiz at home
with your family and friends?
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Read about all the buildings and
take a close look at them here in the
park. Admire the architecture and
the history, and then it’s simply a
matter of memorising the details
and putting together a quiz back
home on the sofa
Brunnsparken is not only magical
during the summer months; it is
an absolute delight in the autumn
and winter, too, when it is rich in
experiences, including the special
light displays in the trees. The sight
is not just pretty, it adds a whole
extra dimension to the experience,
especially close to the waterfall.
An absolute must for everyone
interested in design and staging
in an outdoor environment.
Another special attraction in
Brunnsparken is the Japanese
Garden, which was nominated for
the design and architecture prize
in the category “Outdoor space
of the year” at the Swedish Design
Awards by Rum – well worth a visit,
don´t miss it.

visitblekinge.se/ronneby

Treasures
close to you
With its showcase attractions, Ronneby presents a palette of cultural and hisTEXT & PHOTO:
Krisztina Andersson

torical experiences, destinations and hidden attractions. The municipality has
a rich range of attractions to discover – some familiar, others less well-known.
Come along on a little tour – treasures close to you.

ONE OF THE SMALLEST
IN SWEDEN
Our journey starts on Norra
Smålandsgatan in Kallinge and
squeezes into Ekholms Fotoateljé,
one of the smallest and oldest
daylight photography studios in
Sweden. Time stands still here ...
it’s like being transported straight
back to the early 1920s. You almost expect to see the noted
photographer Oscar Ekholm
himself behind the camera and
the old-fashioned flash units.

Visitors have the chance to step
into the moment here, imagining
what a special event it was when
the locals came here to pose proudly in front of Oscar Ekholm’s
wonderfully painted backgrounds.

Cameras, backgrounds, darkroom
equipment and everything else to
do with photography is finely preserved in this little studio. There
are even pads of paper bearing
notes and comments, and little
books of receipts.

You can continue reading about
the trip to all the Treasures close
to you at visitblekinge.se/ronneby

Oscar Ekholm ran his photography business in this building from
1929 to 1980.
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he old wooden doors of the Church of the Holy Cross bear
witness to a gruesome incident in 1564. A completely different
door is being planned for a museum dedicated to Gribshunden, the
ship-of-the-line that sank in the 1400s.
In Ronneby, you will find romantic wooden architecture in Swiss
style from a spa period stretching over 200 years, a royal shipwreck
from 1495, ancient relics and tiny gold figurines... Sites that testify
to the eventful history of the town, sprinkled with wars, fires and
innovations. A modern spa with a lively cultural history.
Take a guided tour or head off on your own with the “Ronneby
Guided tours” app, which you can download from the internet
or access by scanning the QR code here.
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Waves and wreck. Bloodbath and fires.
Visit the Kallvattenkuren, listen to stories
in the app or come along on a guided tour.

GRIBSHUND AND GOLD FIGURINES, in the Kallvattenkuren building in Brunnsparken, there is an
exhibition devoted to the story of Gribshunden, the
Danish King Hans’ ship-of-the-line that sank off the
coast of Saxemara. The ship went down dramatically
with all hands and a hold full of treasure after a fire
broke out on board. The year was 1495. The wreck
now lies peacefully beneath the waves, forming the
focus of fascinating research. Three years previously,
Christopher Columbus had sailed away in a ship of
the same type – the most modern model of the time
– in his search for a new continent to the west.

the stone is inscribed with an ancient curse threatening death and disaster. The inscription dates
from the latter half of the seventh century AD.
Dare you go there?

The same building also houses the wafer-thin gold
figurines unearthed in Västra Vång. They were found at
settlement sties that were important during the Iron
age, and indicate cult worship and power.

THE RONNEBY GUIDED TOURS APP is available to
download to your smartphone. When you approach
the place you want to hear about, fire it up and you
will soon be enmeshed in fascinating stories about
the coolest spa of the nineteenth century, about fires, about the bloodbath on a September day in 1564
and other stories from a lost age. Scan the QR-code
and set off on a journey of discovery.

The finds from Gribshunden, the mediaeval town and
the figurines from Vång form the foundations for the
new museum currently being planned for Ronneby.
THE BJÖRKETORP STONE is one of the strangest
rune stone monuments in Sweden, and it is to be
found (naturally) near Björketorp, approx. 7 km east
of Ronneby. Rising to the height of almost 4 metres,

GUIDED TOURS OF THE TOWN are a wonderful way
to get to know a new town, as they give you a good
grounding in the local places of interest, history and
culture. Several guided tours of Ronneby are available, read more and sign up; visitblekinge.se/ronneby

Download the app
Ronneby Guided Tours
using the QR code.
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The hammock will have to wait
– there’s far too much fun to be had!
Exercise is a lot of fun – am I right? Should we paddle down the
river or play padel tennis? Or how about a round of golf, orienteering in the woods, or perhaps a horseback ride? The choice is
yours, of course, but go for it! Get your pulse racing. Have fun!

HITTA UT (HEAD ON OUT) with Ronneby Orienteering
Club inviting you to seek out checkpoints in the countryside on your own.
Stimulate mind and body at the same time! Take the
map with you on your hike, jog or bike ride. You’re
sure to discover completely new places in the local
area, a little off the beaten track. Everyone can take
part, at their own pace; May through October.
BLEKINGE SURF at Ronneby Marina presents two
splendid summer activities for everyone who loves
waves and water: surfing and SUP.
GOLF Welcome to the costa del golf! Blekinge is
home to a number of wonderful courses, of which
three are in the Municipality of Ronneby. Ronneby:
family-friendly 18-hole course in the spa setting
(Brunnsmiljö) Leråkra: 12- and 18-hole courses in
the beautiful countryside Carlskrona: 18-hole course
with a sea-view all the way around. Check out the
website. Book a round for a great day out!!
24

PADDELKOMPANIET In Järnavik are experts in kayaks, and will be happy to help you experience one
of our most cherished treasures: the archipelago!
Gliding silently across the water and experiencing
nature right up close makes memories to delight in
for years. If you’ve never tried it before, put it at the
top of your summer “to do” list.
PADEL if you’ve already been bitten by the bug,
congratulations! If you haven’t tried it yet – give it
a go! Padel tennis is a relatively simple racquet sport
that suits players of all ages, shapes and sizes. There
are several padel halls in the area.
VÄBYLUNDS ISLANDSHÄSTARs facility is set in beautiful surroundings close to the sea. Here you have
the chance to go for rides on Icelandic horses, or
even attend a summer camp. Everyone is welcome,
from novices to experienced riders
Remember to book all your activities in advance!
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Lukewarm drinks and sand in your
sandwiches. Ants on your legs and seaweed
between your toes. But absolutely wonderful!
In Ronneby, we’re blessed with more than our fair share of water and
swimming areas. Go for a dip at dawn, when the water is calm as a millpond. Or spend a day at the beach, with a picnic lunch, beach balls,
hubbub and all the family. As summery as it can be!

KARÖN, means boat trip and swimming on the same
day. The ferry to the island of Karön departs from
Ekenäs in Ronneby. In the blink of an eye, you’re
on the island with its building from the spa era,
beautiful countryside and trails that invite you to
take a short walk in the shade. The swimming area
is bordered by fully 100 metres of sandy beach. The
water is shallow a long way out, which both young
children and their parents are sure to appreciate. For
stronger swimmers, there’s a long jetty leading to the
deeper water. With a barbecue area and toilet facilities right nearby, it’s easy to spend a whole day here
if you have brought a picnic hamper with you. Don’t
forget to check the ferry timetable!
SLÄTTHAMMAR on the island of Almön, approx.
22 km east of Ronneby, has a swimming area with
a sandy beach, and the water is shallow here, too.
Almön is a wonderful destination for a day trip. The
entire island is a nature reserve, with rambling trails
through oak groves and shady deciduous woods.
The countryside on the south part of the island is
more open, comprising heathland and lovely seaside
meadows. Around midsummer, you can listen to the
buzzing of the stag beetles as they fly through the
twilight skies. Treat yourself to a trip there!

MÅLLSJÖN is an inland lake located in Möljeryd,
approx. 10 km north of Ronneby. This is the perfect
place to lie back on the grass or dip your toes in the
water from the sandy beach or the jetty
RÖABYSJÖN is a small swimming area in a lake
5 km or so north of Bräkne-Hoby. Facilities here
include a dry toilet and barbecue site. So how about
bringing a grillable lunch or dinner with you
RONNEBY BRUNNSBAD is a magnificent swimming
area in the heart of Brunnsparken in Ronneby. Attractions include the 93-meter Magic Hole water slide,
another slide with dips and turns and lots of more
fun. The children’s pool is divided into sections, and
there are both water slides and play figures that
spray water. An aqua park for all the family!
JÄRNAVIK has a fantastic swimming area with
stretches of grass, a sandy beach, rocks, a jetty and
an accessibility ramp. And if your stomach starts
to rumble, there is both a kiosk and a restaurant
nearby. There is also a mini-golf course if you want
to take a break from the beach. Immediately across
from the swimming area, there are barbecue sites
and shelters. Enjoy your day!
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Rural farm idyll.
Or how about hot and Indian in town?
Or even White Guide-rated cakes in the park?

28
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Do you have to choose? Absolutely not!
The Municipality of Ronneby is compact, with everything right nearby.
Diets are off limits in the summer – and it’s time to treat yourself
to some new tastes. Who can possibly resist?

ÄGGABODEN just outside Ronneby is the definition
of rural idyll. Tuck into truly seasonal meals made
from scratch by the skilled chefs using local ingredients. Coffee? But of course!

HOBY KULLE ORANGERI Treat yourself to a lunch
and a coffee beneath the vines. Or in the shade of
the large trees, looking out over a wonderful view
with a pink castle

OSCAR & CO Come on in! Browse the shelves, pick
up tasty treats for the weekend, make new friends in
the wine café, have a light snack, drink a coffee, eat
lunch ... Enjoy!!

VILLA VASSEN on Ekenäs is a charming summer
restaurant that you really mustn’t miss. Perfect for
combining with a trip to Karön.

MANDELTÅRTAN Welcome to this White Guide-rated
café and restaurant in Brunnsparken. Bread, cakes
and meals made using organic ingredients.

ALFREDS café and pub in Bräkne Hoby – the perfect
place to enjoy a tasty prawn sandwich or authentic
country cuisine prepared from the finest ingredients.

DILKUSH The place to go for authentic Indian tastes,
for the spices, for the colours, for the curries, for the
sauces ... and, of course, for the nan bread!

VILDMARKSCAFÉET close to the countryside, in
Belganet. Enjoy a delicious lunch or simply a coffee.
The best kroppkakor (potato dumplings) in Blekinge,
venison burgers... Yummy!

ELLENS BOKCAFÉ is where you are welcome to take
your time over a coffee or a light meal. You can also
sit down and enjoy a glass of wine or beer with your
favourite book.

PENSIONAT JÄRNAVIK Keep an eye out for organised tastings of all the different drinks, hang out in
the beer garden, enjoy a tasty meal, or take a cup of
coffee and an ice cream. Summer!
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archipelago
favourites

SAXEMARA
– ARCHIPELAGO IDYLL
Is everyone here, and have we
remembered everything? Picnic
basket, swimsuits, comfortable
shoes, rugs and cameras? Check!
So let’s head off with a smile to a
genuine archipelago idyll packed
with life and history – including
the story of a dramatic incident
on the waves. The incident in
question ended with the Danish
ship-of-the-line Gribshunden
sinking here towards the end
of the 1400s.
We’ve decided to find out more
about this terrible event, so we set
our sights on the RonnebySlingor
trail known as “Gribshundsleden”,
which will guide us to the right
place in the archipelago.
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The charm is almost tangible, and the
settings could have been cut from a
film, with the Blekinge dinghies and
old boats around the little shipyard.
We make our way along delightful
gravel paths lined with oak trees. We
finally reach a promontory with fine
wooden footbridges along with information boards relating the exciting
story of Gribshunden. Once we arrive
at the farthest point, out among the
jetties, we have time to take a break
and gaze out through the board
showing precisely where the panic
and drama set in on board the sinking
ship more than 500 years ago!
Don’t miss this experience!

LINDÖ UDDE NATURE RESERVE
We head off to a place that always
suits our family. Our bags are
packed with the supplies we need
for a day and an evening on the
island of Lindö. We make our way
there through everything from
a full-on storm to glittering sun,
with camera and binoculars to
admire the giant waves rolling
in and crashing spectacularly
against the shore.

The mighty waves of the sea create a magnificent spectacle. The
windsurfers leap high in the salty
spray and the birds battle against
the blustery wind.

The sun colours the sky in pastel
shades as it sinks down to the
horizon. The birds disappear out
towards Gåsfeten lighthouse and
the moon rises gently from the sea.

In the evening, when calm descends, we light a fire in one of the
excellent camp fire sites and make
delicious little pancakes.

This is where the whole family can
get together with the big blue and
become one with the sea in Ronneby. A truly beautiful adventure!
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TORKÖ IN LISTERBY ARCHIPELAGO
Today, we’re heading off to explore
the archipelago on foot! We cross
the little bridge from the mainland
to an absolute archipelago gem in
Ronneby, which promises a great
time for everyone. Here, we arrive
in a delightful place with magnificent
countryside. If we’re lucky today,
we may see the white-tailed eagles
spreading their wings above us
as we head on down to the beach.
In earlier times there was a stone
quarry on the island. We pass the
dramatic stone cliffs in the quarry
and continue along the old path
until we reach the sandy beach
on the very tip of the island.
Walking here with the family and
then strolling around the island is
the perfect way for us all to spend
the day, breathing in the sea air
of the archipelago and gazing out
towards the horizon. We can see
our favourite island, Ljungsskär,
which we normally visit by boat.
Today, however, we’ll be continuing
on foot to the other side of the cove
and making our way to Djupasund,
the straits by Slädö, were the site
of the old submarine jetties. It’s
a wonderful little walk. We come
across fallow deer, which bound
away through the woods while we
tell the children about the old monastery that was once located on
the other side of the island. And
about the tunnel that was said to
have run all the way to another
nearby island.
This is certainly the island of stories
and tall tales! With its rich fauna, its
winding trails, its beautiful countryside and its clear links with the sea,
the island leads us straight out into
the archipelago. You really can find
everything in one place on this
archipelago island. We would love
to make time stand still here!
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JÄRNAVIK
We follow the winding road alongside the meadows that leads us
down to the small harbour that
simply oozes charm and tranquillity. We get out of the car. We’ve
planned a short walk, but first,
let’s do the obvious thing here:
it’s time to have coffee and an ice
cream at the charming B&B. We
treat ourselves to everything we
need, and a little more, so that
we have the energy to walk along
the trails, up the steep slopes,
past little bathing coves and out
onto the promontory to watch
the sailboats on the horizon. We’ll
be walking past the spectacular
rocks, the sheer cliff faces that
line the cove all the way to the
harbour.
When we sit on the cliff tops
drin-king coffee, we can watch
the Tjärö ferry pulling in and
letting off a group of people who
have been enjoying some of the
absolute gems of the archipelago.
We see a group of laughing friends
who have rented some kayaks and
are setting off to paddle around
on the still water.

We – the whole family today –
have now started to walk up along
the car park, checking the map
which shows the way to the paths
we’re to follow. Of course, we’ll be
climbing the highest peak of them
all! There are several paths we can
take to reach there, but we choose
one that suits us all. Once we
reach the peak, the view is breathtaking! A snapshot of a part of
Ronneby archipelago leading out
into the open sea. This is precisely
what it’s all about for us: closeness
to the woods, the countryside
and the sea.
Our family, which has now
en-joyed these four archipelago
odysseys, lives in Ronneby. We
love exploring everything around
us here, both on land and from
the water!
And of course, the only thing we
leave behind us on our travels is
our footprints, everything else
we take home with us, along with
a new set of wonderful memories
from the countryside of Ronneby!

Find out more in
Blekinge Excursion Guide
lansstyrelsen.se/blekinge

And here comes a
great recipe for
Krabbelurer
Makes 10 Krabbelurer
(pancakes):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 eggs
2.5 dl milk
1–1.5 dl caster sugar
4.5 dl wheat flour
2 tsp baking powder
1–2 tsp vanilla sugar
butter for frying
33

Sustainable, hotter than ever!
Locally sourced & grown with love.
Old odds and ends that
find a new home.
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Head out into the countryside and enjoy local culinary craft. There’s more
than a good chance that this will become a new and wonderful habit!
And how about becoming a flea market expert? You’ve come to the
right place, as Ronneby is flea market heaven. Add in some excellent
second-hand stores as well. Yep, you’ve got it – summer’s here!

JOHANNISHUS GÅRDSBUTIK sells venison from its
own hunting grounds, all slaughtered, dressed and
matured on site. The farm also has a brewery that
sells local beers

VICTOR OLSSONS Handmade, awardwining sausages from his own farm, smoked according to the
finest traditions, are sure to accompany you back
home after your visit to Bräkne Hoby.

ÄGGABODEN sells locally sourced, organic products,
primarily from Blekinge, but also from the nearby
countryside; emphasis on culinary craft.

REKO-RING RONNEBY all year round, every other
Wednesday evening in Ronneby. Pre-order online!

BJÖRKETORPS GÅRD is a modern farm with a sense
for ice cream, which is made and sold on site. All
kinds of different tastes, and always a new one for
the year. Have a taste!
ÄNGAGÄRDE GÅRDSMEJERI in the Eringsboda region refines milk from the farm’s mountain cattle. Buy
cheese and other dairy products from the self-service stall.
HASSELSTADS LANTBOD sells eggs from contented
chickens that live in a mobile hen house. Potatoes,
organic vegetables, pumpkins and cuts of meat.

ABBES MEJERI Abbe is an authentic culinary craftsman. Milk from Björketorps gård (farm) matures into
tasty Syrian cheeses in the heart of Ronneby.
SALLYS in the centre of Ronneby is the place to
go to find great clothes, shoes and jewellery in
a second-hand wonderland.
LINDRA with a broad range of all kinds of secondhand odds and ends is another option in Ronneby.
BRUNNSPARKENS LOPPIS (flea market) in Ronneby, every Sunday in the summer months. A popular
attraction throughout Blekinge.

BUSSEMÅLA GÅRD sells organic tomatoes, potatoes,
garlic, cucumber, chili and apple juice depending on
the season. Lamb and sheepskins, too.

PRYLBODEN in Hjortahammar is a shop packed with
everything from flea-market finds to fine antiques.

FÖRKÄRLA GÅRD sells eggs and meat, as well
as tasty sausages to grill on your day trip.

RONNEBY OUTLET BAKLUCKELOPPIS (flea market),
Sundays in the summer months.
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With the wind in your hair, let’s go cycling!
Or spend the day walking the
RonnebySlingor trails.
THE RONNEBYSLINGOR trails provide a string of
delights from sea to forest. New paths and trails to
explore, packed with history, wonderful views, places
to rest and intriguing tasks for children. RonnebySlingor’s own kids’ favourite is the mascot Hedda
the Hedgehog, who makes things even more fun for
the little ones. With a flask of coffee and some filling
sandwiches in your backpack, you can be sure of a
great day out in the open air. Dress according to the
weather, wear sensible shoes and make the very
most of your day!

Don’t forget that whatever you take with
you must come home with you, too
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FISHING is a hobby that many people love to indulge
all year round. The garfish is great to fish for in spring
when it swims into the shallow water off the coast.
At the same time, it’s trout season! Try your luck in
the waters of Ronneby river in heart of the town.
For others, however, fishing is reserved for summer
days on the jetty, with lumps of bread as bait and
a little float bobbing gently on the water. The occasional irritating mosquito is swiftly dispatched as you
lie back contemplating the great mysteries of life.
And after a while, you reel in the line to discover
that the hook is bare. No catch this time... but does
it really matter? You spent time with your thoughts
while doing nothing at all – but you had a full
day nevertheless.
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What a feeling of freedom! Racing off down the road on your bike, if only
for a short ride. Follow a different road or take a detour, and you’re sure
to come across something you’ve never seen before.
The bicycle is the explorer’s best friend.
ARK 56 makes it easy for you to get to know our unique biosphere area. A variety of hubs link the same
trails together, and offer foods, accommodation and
wonderful experiences. At the hub, you can swap
modes of transport: hop on a boat and take an archipelago ferry, rent a bike or a kayak/canoe. Lace up
your hiking boots and go your own way for the day.
Or several days. The planning is sometimes half the
fun; download the ARK56 app and you’ll soon have
everything organised.
GO CYCLING! With the sun on your face and the wind
in your hair, you skim along at a comfortable pace.
You give into every impulse to stop, making one new
discovery after another. A little break after the demanding climb, and time to admire the amazingly pretty
flowers by the roadside. Or a stop for something
refreshing, an ice cream or maybe two and a moment
in the sun. Yes, this is exactly what you need!
With a bit of training, you could soon be going for
full-day rides? There may be an actual biking holiday
in your future...
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What’s on your horizon?
Any plans for the day? Here are some tips
about beaches, woods & 40 nature reserves.
One breathtaking option is Blekinge’s heavily wooded coastline, where the
islands and sea merge into a single realm. The deciduous trees grow far
out into the archipelago, so far that they almost “dip their toes in the water”.
The light from the surface of the sea is reflected up under the oaks, banishing shade and shadow almost entirely. So head on out to the coast!

The destination today is Gö nature reserve, which
is located close to the sea, east of Ronneby. It is the
second-largest nature reserve in Blekinge, exceeded
only by the new Blåmusselbankarna (Blue Mussel
Banks) reserve. Gö is famous for its finely preserved
oak woods, wonderful beaches and impressive flora
and fauna. There is also a stand of beech trees here,
with an average age of around 120 years. So the
temptation is really strong to give a genuine “oldie”
a good hug! The question is whether you can reach
all the way around ...
Another great place to visit is the Lilla Gärde nature
reserve in Bräkneå river valley. The birdlife is particular rich and varied here, and the river itself is home
to freshwater mussels. The hayfields are perfect for
an hour or so of philosophising among the green
stalks, while the bumblebees buzz busily on the
breeze and the butterflies dance in the sun.
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The countryside is an absolute delight. There’s no
admission fee to pay, and very little planning is required as it’s open 24/7. It’s happy to welcome us all,
as long as we show it love in return. That’s the deal!
In Sweden, the right to enjoy the countryside is
enshrined in law (Allemansrätten), which means that
everyone is free to visit almost all areas of the country. However, the law not only lays down the rights
of the general public, it also sets out obligations and
responsibilities. For example, you are obliged to take
all litter away with you, you are not allowed to break
off branches, and you must not disturb the wildlife ...
Briefly put, you’re asked to show consideration. The
only thing you may leave behind are your footsteps.
Simple, right?
There are no fewer than 40 nature reserves in the
Municipality of Ronneby. Welcome to the wonderful
countryside! Out & enjoy!

For additional information (in Swedish) about the nature reserve and the legal right to enjoy the countryside
in Sweden, see the brochure entitled Blekinge Utflyktsguide (Excursions in Blekinge) lansstyrelsen.se/blekinge
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Where do you want to wake up tomorrow?
Luxury or economy? Freshly pressed sheets
with lace edges, or your own favourite sheets?
Good morning and goodnight. A day packed with new impressions is in the
diary. Over in the blink of an eye. But it was one of the best days ever. Treat
yourself to an adventure. Do something you don’t usually do. Spent the
night at a hotel in your home town or the next town along.

The Municipality of Ronneby and the entire Blekinge
region presents a host of wonderful places to stay
and all kinds of activities to try. Take a long weekend!
Wake up in an exciting new place you’ve never been
to before, or revisit your favourite places. What’s your
pleasure?
You may prefer to wake up in a sleeping bag, unzip
your tent and let a fresh but mild sea breeze flow in
over your face with all the scents it carries. Listen
to the sound of the waves lapping gently against the
rocks ... Or perhaps you’d rather start the day with
your head on a soft pillow, where the rays of the
sun alight precisely on the tip of your nose through
the gap in the lace curtains. And take your time at a
temptingly laid breakfast table before making your
way to the spa ...
You may be staying in a Swiss style house dating
back to the spa era, a simple cabin by the water
on Karön, or in an RV? Or in a pink manor house
with palm trees by the entrance, or at a hotel in
town, with mountain cabin ambience in the heart
of Sweden’s garden?
The Municipality of Ronneby is home to a host of fine
hotels, B&Bs, youth hostels, guest houses, cabins,
campsites and RV plots. There is something in all
price classes, so you’re sure to find an option that
suits your current situation.
An adventure with overnight accommodation takes
a little planning. Book your trip in advance – accommodation and activities alike. But the planning is
actually half the fun of the trip.
And what’s a night at a hotel without a delicious
dinner? Play chef for the evening and set up a cosy
barbecue evening. Brunnsparken has a number of

excellent barbecue sites – and so do many other
attractions in the area. If you’re keen on “going native”, there are all kinds of great restaurants nearby,
wherever you may be in the region. You can find
them all here on a single website.
Tasty meals! Hope you have a wonderful trip!
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It’s all happening in Ronneby! Events all summer long!
It’ll be fun! It’ll be a giant party! You will be coming, right?
For an updated programme, check out visitblekinge.se/ronneby

Tosia Bonnada’n, Nostalgia,
exhibitions, music and theatre ...
We can hardly wait! See you there!
TOSIA BONNADAN market is a true family festival in
Ronneby and has been for around 170 years. In line
with tradition, it is held on the second weekend in
July, which is when the market visitors fill the streets
and squares of the town, with wonderful hustle and
bustle everywhere! Everyone is keen to be there:
large and small, young and old.
Keep an eye on the website for this year’s programme. It’ll be fun! You’re most welcome! Bring your
friends, your family, the whole bunch!
See you there!
NOSTALGIA may be the year’s most irresistible festival for everyone who loves vintage vehicles. Ronneby
Brunnspark provides the setting for thousands of
wonderful, classic cars, motorbikes, mopeds, trucks
and boats. The entire park is packed with enthusiasts who look on the fantastic parade with longing
and more than a little love.
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SILLARODDEN is something you don’t want to miss!
It’s a party both in town and down by the harbour,
and the traditional rowing competition along the
river is a sight to see. Come on down and cheer
the rowers!!

All the summer events are listed online, with the relevant
dates, times and booking information. For details, see:
visitblekinge.se/ronneby
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Festivals, exhibitions and concerts.
Summer joy!
You’re coming, aren’t you?
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